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Let needs decide your choice.

Together with Liko’s comprehensive range of lifting accessories, Viking is your best friend when it 

comes to solving different lifting problems. Liko’s slings and accessories are available in many differ-

ent models and versions for everything from light, easy lifts to lifting and transfer of patients weigh-

ing up to 500 kg (1,100 lbs.). For more information, study our brochure entitled Lifting Accessories.

Aluminium was the natural choice of material for Viking, not only for aesthetic reasons, but main-

ly because it makes your lift easier to manoeuvre. Aluminium is also environmentally friendly and 

easy to keep clean. 

There are five Viking models: from super-strong XL to the smallest models, Viking S and Viking XS. 

Characteristic of all five models is their high lifting capacity in relation to low overall weight.  

   Let needs decide your choice.

Viking is the result of 25 years of experience of lifting and transferring people in the care 
sector. All our knowledge of varying lifting needs, ergonomic and functional requirements, 
technical possibilities and modern manufacturing technology is incorporated in Viking’s 
many features.



For the most demanding lifts
Lifting heavy patients is a great responsibility. 

Although Viking XL has been specially devel-

oped for very heavy patients, it is also suit-

able for average-sized people. Despite its size, 

Viking XL weighs only 42 kg (93 lbs.) and is 

very easy to handle.

A lifting capacity of 300 kg (660 lbs.) makes 

Viking XL ideal for all heavy-lifting situations, 

including lifting from the floor. Equipped 

with Armrests (accessory), XL is ready for gait 

training, making it an invaluable aid to reha-

bilitation, even for extremely heavy patients.

Safe and secure  
gait training
With Armrests and Liko Lift 
Pants, Viking is perfect for 
gait training.

Heavy becomes light
Safe lifts of up to 300 kg (660 lbs.) 

are a breeze with Viking XL and 
Original Highback.

Balanced horizontal lifting
With Liko FlexoStretch and Stretch Leveller,  
even the heaviest patients can be lifted in a 
horizontal position.

 Max.load: 300 kg (660 lbs.)   Weight: 42 kg (93 lbs.)   Prod. No.: 2040003Viking XL

Let needs decide your choice.



 Max.load: 250 kg (550 lbs.)  Weight: 40 kg (88 lbs.)  Prod. No. 2040004

Perfect lifts
Safe and secure everyday lifting 
with Liko Universal Sling.

Quality down to the last detail
Large, easy-rolling castor wheels are 
standard on Viking.

Viking L

Strong and easy to manoeuvre 
Viking L is incredibly manoeuvrable in relation 

to its impressive lifting capacity and is ideal for 

all the most common lifting needs as well as for 

heavier patients. Like all models in the Viking 

family, Viking L’s low weight makes it very easy 

to handle. 

Viking L can be equipped with Armrests, mak-

ing it ideal for gait training. 

Liko’s product range includes lifting accessories 

that have been specially developed for rehabilita-

tion gait training.

All the way, directly from the floor
Liko Original Highback and Universal Twinbar 670, 
which provide extra space for the shoulders and 
stomach, enable heavy lifts directly from the floor.



The all-round lift
We’re convinced that Viking M will become 

your new favourite lift. After 25 years of 

market-leading product development, we 

know how to design the optimal mobile lift. 

Viking M has most of the best features and is 

ideal for the most common lifting situations. 

Despite its low overall weight, Viking M 

manages lifts of up to 205 kg (450 lbs.). It’s 

easy to use and manoeuvre, enabling con-

venient access even in bathrooms where 

space is limited. 

Together with Liko’s functional slings and 

accessories, Viking M is the perfect all-round 

lift for caregivers with big demands and wide-

ranging needs. Equipped with Armrests, Vi-

king M becomes an ideal aid to gait training 

and rehabilitation.

Horizontal lift OctoStretch
Liko has many excellent accessories for 
horizontal lifting. OctoStretch, pictured  
here with Liko’s Stretch Leveller.

Gait training daily
Liko MasterVest with front fastening is easy to apply.  

With Armrests, Viking M is ready for gait training.

Extra care
Sling Crossbar 450 makes 

Viking even more comfortable for 
particularly sensitive patients.

Max.load: 205 kg (450 lbs.)   Weight: 35 kg (77 lbs.)   Prod. No. 2040005Viking M



Small but strong
Viking S is a compact, versatile mobile lift 

that performs superbly in relation to its 

small size and low overall weight – perfect 

for care settings with limited floor space. 

Viking S is appropriate for all common 

lifting situations; e.g., transfers between 

bed and wheelchair, to and from the toilet 

and bathtub or for lifting someone who has 

fallen to the floor. 

Viking S weighs only 25 kg (55 lbs.) but 

can lift patients up to 160 kg (350 lbs.) – an 

unbeatable feat for a lift this size.

Lifts with Comfort
Viking S and Liko’s Original Sling,  
a great combination for easy lifting.

Widen the base at a touch
Both Viking S and XS feature practical mechanical base-
width adjustment. Perfect when lifting from a wheelchair.

Viking S Max.load: 160 kg (350 lbs.)    Weight: 25 kg (55 lbs.)   Prod. No. 2040006

All the way, directly from the floor
Original Highback gives the patient comfortable  
support during the entire lifting operation.



Max.load: 160 kg (350 lbs.)    Weight: 25 kg (55 lbs.)   Prod. No. 2040006 Viking XS Max.load: 160 kg (350 lbs.)   Weight: 25 kg (55 lbs.)   Prod. No. 2040007

For bathrooms where space is limited
With an appropriate sling such as a Hygiene 
Sling with safety belt and narrow Viking XS, 
obstacles are no match.

Lifting from the floor
All Viking lifts can lift patients  
directly from the floor.

For tight spaces
A mere 54 cm (21 inch) wide, Viking XS is 

one of the narrowest lifts on the market and 

it passes easily through narrow doorways.

Viking XS is a stable and reliable mobile lift 

that is ideal in most common lifting situa-

tions; e.g., to and from the toilet, between 

bed and wheelchair, or for lifting from the 

floor. 

Like all Viking lifts, XS is made of alumin-

ium, and despite a lifting capacity of 160 kg 

(350 lbs.), it weighs only 25 kg (55 lbs.).  

Aluminium is strong, environmentally 

friendly and easy to keep clean.

Safe, easy lifting
Liko Original Sling is ideal for most common  
lifting situations. The arms can be held inside or,  
as pictured here, outside the sling.



.

Design and Quality by Liko in Sweden.

Liko is quality-certified in accordance with ISO 9001 and its equivalent for the medical device industry, ISO 13485.

Liko is also certified in accordance with environmental standard ISO 14001.

w w w. l i ko.com

Manufactured by: 
Liko AB
Nedre vägen 100
975 92 Luleå
Sweden
info@liko.se

Local representative in UK
Hill-Rom Limited
Clinitron House, Ashby Park
Ashby de la Zouch, 
Leicester LE65 1JG
Tel: 01530 411000 
Fax: 01530 411555
info@liko.co.uk

To find your local Liko representative, 
please visit www.liko.com or call  
+46 (0)920 47 47 00

Aluminium wasn’t chosen as the material for the Viking series simply 

by chance. Arguably, aluminium production is energy-demanding, 

but once refined, the metal will never rust. The material’s low weight 

makes the lifts easy to handle, with minimal strain on the back and 

shoulders. And there are significant environmental benefits as well. 

Aluminium can be reused again and again, and recycling requires rela-

tively little energy. 

Lifting a person requires both technically superior assistive devices and 

insight into medical complications. Liko specializes in lifting and trans-

ferring physically disabled people. For more than 25 years, Liko has 

successfully specialized in the design, development and manufacture of 

safe, easy-to-use assistive devices. Much of our success is based on our 

combination of high-tech expertise, knowledge of medicine and our 

own experience from work in the care sector.

Liko is a Swedish company. We are market leading in the Nordic region and are represented  

by our own subsidiaries and distributors in more than 30 countries worldwide.

Aluminium 
– the green metal
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